Supply Chain Young Professionals near Zug / CH

INTERESTED in JOINING US?

Objective: Establish a forum of Swiss-based young supply chain professionals

- Develop a valuable networking opportunity with like-minded peers
- Support individuals to grow professionally in their SC roles and consequently strengthen the supply chain function of companies located in Switzerland
- Understand and provide representation of the needs of young professionals within the broader CSCMP Roundtable
- Explore relevant Supply Chain Topics (e.g. Lean Supply Chain, Integrated Business Planning, E2E SC Risk Management, Customer Centric Operating Models) as well as actual social trends affecting Supply Chain (e.g. sustainability, compliance, mindfulness, diversity)
- Support the quarterly CSCMP Roundtable Switzerland events with a “Young Professional – Supply Chain topic of the quarter”

Facilitation: Helmut Leitner - CSCMP Roundtable Switzerland - Professionals Chair, Oliver Krug, CSCMP Roundtable Switzerland – Treasurer

Young Professional Group composition: Graduate Supply Chain students looking for their first professional supply chain role, Graduate Supply Chain Professionals below 35 years old and/or in their first 5 years of their career
Team members should be passionate about Supply Chain, interested to grow and learn, innovative and collaborative, come from companies representing a diverse mix of industries and Supply Chain functions. There will be a maximum number of members per single company to ensure a balanced mix.

**Code of conduct** *(detailed rules to be developed and respected by all participants)*

- No sharing of proprietary corporate information
- No headhunting
- Not intended to be a happy hour, but a motivated team with shared goals in order to facilitate development & learning
- Commitment to regularly join and actively participate in meetings and CSCMP events

**Meeting**: Monthly Face-to-Face meetings on the third Thursday of every month from 18:00 to 20:00 (first Meeting on Thu, 17th November 2016)

**Where**: in Canton Zug (location TBD)

**Team composition**: Diverse team, variety of companies and industry mix, high-calibre people with ambition and high potential for development within Supply Chain

**Target Companies**: Companies with a special focus on young supply chain professional development

**Website**: [http://www.cscmp-ch.org/](http://www.cscmp-ch.org/)

**Interested**? Please send a short email with motivation and contact details to join this forum (2-3 bullets is sufficient). We will come back to you. **Contact**: Helmut Leitner ([helmleit@gmail.com](mailto:helmleit@gmail.com)) or Oliver Krug ([oliverkrug99@gmail.com](mailto:oliverkrug99@gmail.com))